
8/24/67 

Dear Mr. Murr, 

Molly thrn%s. The data in valuable. Sorry it took so long. 

I so-in to recall one o her, where the log discloses the arrest was 

of a man 	harl no business boin7 there. 

There war amen ta!zen from the TSBD, bia, I resell no rocord in the 

police logs. 

After doing 	book I got the original copy 	that eli. c)* parer 

qnd I found another place where a copy is in threcord. I was anawar of the 
logical Marini idontificati-n but von of the Vial marH77g. 

?be aosty entry of which you ask is legitimate. Phu FBI edited I— out 
of their first trnnscription %,47 thi7 nd'reer bark. flbe stsr.7 it the this 
comes from Pcs4Ir vi,it is the Paine home. 

;?any thbmks for thr. in or /station of Smith, to whom I now write. 

Sincer-1", 

Harold ',II:jibe-1z 
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P.R. 1, 
Moffat, nntario, 
Canada. 

rear sir, 
I would like to thank you very much for taking time out 

from your writing to talk with me on the phone August16. 
As I mentioned on the phone, I have read WITITEWASH and 
W7ITSWASH II and enjoyed they immensely. They opened my eyes 
to the real truth of November 22, 1933, and were the driving 
force behind my decision to purchase the 2F4 volumes of Hearings 
and Exhibits. I have seen you on two occasions on television 
and have watched you expose the butchery performed on the 
Altqens photograph as well as the tampering with of other evi-
dence. 

Thank you, Mr. Weisberg for -showing the people of the 
world what a farce the investigation of the Warren Commission 
and its findings,expressed in the 'Ntrren Report,really were. 

I would like to thank you also for giving me something 
constructive, end I hope helpful, to do with my 26 Volumes. 
You will find enclosed the information I was able to gather for 
you pertaining. to the arrest in the nal- Tex building, nswalds 
address book etc. 

Please feel free to call on me at anytime to assist you in 
any way that I can. 

Yours truly 

Gar: Purr 
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RE: Dallas Police Radio Logs 

It Is 	wonder that you had difficulty in locating the 
area in whic}7 you saw a reference to an arrest at the Dal-
Tex builHinrA It took me just over 6 hours to find the entry. 

You will find this entry in A  , page 392. 
Under the time of 12:40 p.m. the following is recorded 

260-531 	Send me a squad for a prisoner at Elm and 
Houston. 

531-260 	Do you have the suspect? 
260-531 No. 
15-2-531 Did they advise they have the suspect? 
531-15-2 Vo. They do not have the suspect 

There is further entry on }his page between 15 and 531 concern-

ing the surrounding and sealing off of a building and the 
surrounding "two or three block area." 

On the next pare, 397, 15 (Talbert) identifies the building 
as the "old purse company on the east side of Houston.') The 
Texas school Book Depository, as you well know, is on the west  

side of Houston and north of Elm. 

hope this is the entry you we-e reffer-ing to, as it is the 
only entry of an arrest et the Intersection of --lam and Houston. 
There is no mention of the aT,rest of this prisoner in either of 

the two other records of the Dallas t'olice radio logs. (Ex. 705 

or Ex. 1974.) 

As mentioned in WHITEWASH these logs are an absolute mess. There 

are inaccuracies in time and lack of identification of most of 

the code mumbers. The only report that makes an attempt to identify 
the persons involved is Ex. 1974, and it too suffers from in-
completeness. 



PE: 	clip of paper taken from Oswald by Lt. !Partello in 
New Orleans 

The original copy of this piece of paper does exist in the 26 
volumes. Commis-ion Ex. No. 1438 , V.22, P79. 843-949 is a 
photograph of the piece of paper found in Oswalds possession 
by Lt. Martello. 

The translation of this piece of paper appears on page 949, V. 
22. The three words of Russian that you could not find in 
Cswelds address book have been translated as meaning "Marina 

at work, 22192." The second tkme the number appears in the 
hyphenated form it is not explained. 

Poweyer the slip of papers reverse side with the tabular form 
"socks 25, shoes 40-41  etc." still remains a mystery. Also in 
the lowers right hand corner of this slip of paper(V22, pg.948) 
and written directly on this slip of papere is the following: 

AGV 
11-23-67 
4114  

The initials AGv probably stand for Eicret service Agent Adrian 
G. vial. T would imagine the other initials are those of Lt. 
Martello. 

The entry in Oswelds address bock that intrigued me was the one 
on page 64. ( Ex. 19, v. 16 ). As best as I can make it out with 

a magnifying glass it goes As follows: 

Nov. 1, 1963 
FBI Agent (F1-11211) 
James P. Hasty 
MV 8605 
1114 Commerce St. 
Dallas 
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In renards to your hooks, I was able i7o obta'n the following  

information. 

The best 'holesale outlet in this area (southern Ontario) is 
the W.T. Smith Co. They are presently handlin7 'IT-IT7E7iAcli, an 
wuTTE7As9 IT in the Dell paperback edition. Howey,Ir I have been 
in touch with them and they seemed to express an interest in 
FJOTOOFAF-TIC 	 They would like e ither your publisher 
or you to contact them. The address is as follows; 

i. H. SKITH and SON (CAMDA) LTD., 
113 Merton Street 
Toronto 7, Ontario 
Canada 

I hope this will he of some use to you. I am lookini] forward to 
hearing from yGu soon. 


